Salvation
100 Come to personal salvation.

Person

Scope and Sequence Chart

Success as a person involves living in uninterrupted fellowship with God and showing
genuine love to others as I grow in faith and
in conformity to Christ’s character.

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

101 Understand why salvation is necessary.
102 Write out your experience of personal salvation.
103 Identify and remove causes of doubts.
104 Engraft basic salvation verses.
105 Make a commitment for daily Bible reading.
106 Learn how to meditate on and study God’s Word.
107 Learn why God compares salvation to birth and marriage.
108 Learn how salvation brings an “exchanged life.”

120 Share your salvation with others.
□
□
□
□

Proclaimer

121 Follow the Lord in believer’s baptism.
122 Learn the power of praise.
123 Learn how to pray.
124 Learn how to turn invitations to compromise into witnessing
opportunities.
□ 125 Learn the nature of repentance.
□ 126 Identify the difference between right and wrong.
□ 127 Verbalize the ways of God seen in everyday events.

Success as a proclaimer involves communicating Biblical truth to fulfill the Great
Commission.

140 Relate salvation to decisions.
□ 141 Learn how wrong business practices destroy a witness.
□ 142 Learn how wrong attitudes destroy family potential.
□ 143 Identify inappropriate ways to witness on a job or in the home.
□ 144 Design tactful ways to witness through business and the home.
□ 145 List types of employment that would damage your testimony.

Provider

Success as a provider involves combining
skills and vision to meet the needs of those
whom God has called me to serve.

160 Realize how salvation is basic
to marriage.

Partner

□
□
□
□
□
□
□

161 Purpose to marry only a growing Christian.
162 Know what causes a wife to become spiritually defeated.
163 Know what causes a husband to become spiritually defeated.
164 Learn to regain the first love of salvation.
165 Know how to motivate the wife to be a Godly woman.
165 Know how to motivate the husband to be a Godly man.
166 Learn the importance of a couple praying together.

Success as a partner involves honoring
the marriage covenant in all of my
relationships.

180 Learn how to lead children to salvation.

Parent

□
□
□
□
□
□

181 Understand the sin nature in children.
182 Know the potential of a child’s faith.
183 Begin a life notebook.
184 Participate in daily Wisdom Searches.
185 Establish consciousness of authority.
186 Patiently answer questions in understandable terms.

Success as a parent involves training those
whom God entrusts to my care.
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Design

Responsibility

200 Come to a full acceptance of self.

300 Gain and maintain a clear conscience.

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□
□
□

201 Recognize the symptoms of self-rejection.
202 Engraft Psalm 139:13–18.
203 Understand ten unchangeables.
204 Distinguish changeable and unchangeable features.
205 Understand God’s purposes in allowing defects.
206 Discern types of sickness.
207 Learn how infirmities multiply grace.
208 Know your color season.
209 Learn how to avoid wrong friendships.
210 Discover blind spots.
211 Learn God’s design of the universe and nature.

301 Engraft Scripture on the conscience.
302 Learn the medical consequences of guilt.
303 Learn how misplaced conviction produces false guilt.
304 Understand the working of grace through humility.
305 Learn the value of visualizing confession.
306 Understand the principle of restitution.
307 Differentiate humor from folly.

Authority
400 Get under the protection of God-given
authority.
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

401 Understand how all authority comes from above.
402 Engraft Scripture on authority.
403 Understand how faith grows under authority.
404 Learn how law is an expression of God’s authority.
405 Understand the difference between the spirit and the letter
of the law.
406 Understand the importance of discipline.
• Family • Church • Government
407 Learn the steps of action to take when asked to do wrong.
408 Differentiate justice with mercy from fairness.
409 Learn how to set and implement long-range and
short-range goals.
410 Learn how to discern problems and project solutions.

220 Learn how to communicate acceptance
of God’s design.

320 Teach others how to have a clear
conscience.

420 Share the purpose of God-given
authority with others.

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

221 Develop good manners (etiquette).
222 Plan responses to awkward social situations.
223 Learn the ministry of a smile.
224 Learn good grooming and personal hygiene.
225 Learn communication skills.
226 Understand levels of friendship.
227 Learn the results in delighting in outward appearances.
228 Learn the meanings of names.

321 Learn to resolve conflicts.
322 Understand how guilt causes mental breakdowns.
323 Learn how guilt is the cause of false cults.
324 Write out your experience in gaining a clear conscience.
325 Learn from history how God swiftly judges pride.
326 Learn to spend quality time with others and avoid idle talk.
327 Choose to have a good name, whatever the cost.
328 Learn how to have a successful interview.
329 Learn how and when to be persuasive.
330 Learn how to build bridges to a closed spirit.
331 Explain ways that God “spanks” you.

421 Learn the two types of power: position and influence.
422 Develop the right attitudes toward authority.
423 Understand the scope and importance of your reverence.
424 Outline your chain of command.
425 Learn the principles of appealing to authority.
426 Learn how to organize time and responsibilities (priorities).
427 Develop punctuality.
428 Learn how to protect a loved one through prayer.
429 Learn how to see benefit in difficult situations.
430 Learn how to appeal to a child’s conscience.
431 Understand your authority structure.
432 Know how to be a protector and how to accept protection.
433 Learn Scriptures that relate to authority in marriage.

240 Know how self-acceptance produces
successful business and home management.

340 Know how a clear conscience is vital to
all relationships.

440 Apply the principle of authority to
responsibilities.

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□

241 Understand God’s design for money.
242 Recognize and reject vain status symbols.
243 Take a genuine interest in the poor.
244 Learn to discern five types of fools.
245 Understand the myth of the working mother.
246 Understand the strengths and limitations of a woman.
246 Understand the strengths and limitations of a man.
247 Accept and appreciate your siblings.

341 Know the importance of just weights and measurements.
342 Learn how swindlers prey upon guilty and greedy people.
343 Study historical illustrations of restitution.
344 Respond to complaints through the eyes of a customer.
345 Learn the techniques that are used to make you obligated.

441 Understand your authority structure.
442 Identify employer/employee responsibilities.
443 Identify responsibilities.
444 Develop principles of loyalty in business.
445 Recognize God’s absolutes by relating all academic disciplines
to God’s Word.
□ 446 Understand why partnerships violate the principles of authority.
□ 447 Develop management skills.
□ 448 Keep accurate accounting records.
□ 449 Learn how God directs through funds.
□ 450 Discern God’s direction in business decisions.
□ 451 Learn to listen for attitudes.

260 Learn the importance of self-acceptance
in marriage.

360 Know how a clear conscience relates
to marriage.

460 Identify how authority works in
a marriage.

□
□
□
□

□ 361 Learn how little compromises damage marriage unity.
□ 362 Know the medical reasons disputes must be settled
before sundown.
□ 363 Learn the proper way to make reconciliation.
□ 364 Recognize the consequences of pride in a marriage.
□ 365 Learn how to rebuild a broken marriage.
□ 366 Realize how moral impurity destroys sensitivity.
□ 367 Learn how to rebuild genuine love.
□ 368 Know when and how to explain past moral failures.
□ 369 Understand the right response to a divorce suit.

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

280 Lead each family member to
self-acceptance.

380 Know the importance of a clear
conscience in a family.

480 Understand how authority works in
sthe family.

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□
□
□

261 Know why self-rejection will be projected to your spouse.
262 Learn how rejection of a mother or father affects marriage.
263 Learn how to accept past failure of your spouse.
264 Learn how to increase self-worth of your wife by developing
interests and abilities.
265 Understand how a woman can be “over-treated” by doctors.
266 Learn how to bless your spouse.
267 Learn how to make your wife first place in your life.
267 Learn how to please your husband.
268 Recognize the symptoms of self-rejection in your spouse.
269 Learn how a husband cherishes a wife.
269 Learn how a wife shows reverence to her husband.

281 Welcome each child as a planned gift from God.
282 Receive unchangeable frailties as God’s means of grace.
283 Identify the dangers of vicarious achievement.
284 Work with physical limitations in family members.
285 Know how failures can be building blocks to success.
286 Spend quality time with each family member.
287 Learn how to affirm children.
288 Explain the significance of God’s ten unchangeables.
289 Turn compliments into opportunities to express gratefulness
for others.
□ 290 Encourage creativity in reading, drawing, and discussions.

□
□
□
□

381 Understand why a parent must admit personal faults.
382 Learn how wrong discipline wounds spirits.
383 Understand the importance of praise.
384 Realize how irritations are reflections of our failures.
385 Learn how not stopping to enjoy achievements breaks the spirit.
386 Learn how guilt destroys the ability to discipline.
387 Realize why a parent does not have the luxury of extended
discouragement.
388 Know what provokes a child to wrath.
389 Learn about successful fathers and mothers in history.
390 Know how to respond when leadership is challenged.
391 Teach dependability through keeping your word.

□
□
□
□

461 Receive parents’ full consent before marriage.
462 Understand how a couple is to leave parents.
463 Know how a husband can be a spiritual leader in marriage.
463 Understand how a wife can motivate her husband spiritually.
464 Identify the responsibilities of a wife in marriage.
465 Learn how the Fall caused marriage conflicts.
466 Learn how to base decisions on Scripture.
467 Learn how and when to pray a “hedge of thorns.”
468 Understand the husband’s role as provider.
469 Recognize humanistic philosophies of authority in marriage.
470 Learn how “Satan’s best” often precedes “God’s best.”
471 Understand the value of a wife’s caution.

481 Know the Scriptural principles of discipline (light and lamp).
482 Explain the “umbrella of protection” concept.
483 Identify the leadership responsibilities of the father.
484 Learn how to take difficult questions to the Lord.
485 Learn when to lead and when to defer.
486 Establish Godly heroes in the home.
487 Learn how government increases as parents’ responsibilities
decrease.
488 Establish consistent boundaries for security.
489 Realize why a parent must earn the right to be heard.
490 Solidify bonding and demonstrate love.
491 Communicate approval/disapproval facially.
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Suffering
500 Learn to suffer according to the
will of God.

Scope and Sequence Chart

continued

Person

Success as a person involves living in uninterrupted fellowship with God and showing
genuine love to others as I grow in faith and
in conformity to Christ’s character.

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

501 Engraft Scriptures on suffering.
502 Learn to communicate a grateful spirit.
503 Learn to find comfort in the Psalms.
504 Develop the ability to forgive.
505 Learn the causes and symptoms of bitterness.
506 Turn bitterness into love by investing in an offender.
507 Accept the shame of discipline to stop sinning.
508 Use temporal losses to refocus affections.
509 Understand the value of pain.
510 Use afflictions to learn the value of time.
511 Learn how to “cry out” to the Lord.
512 Learn how to stand alone.

520 Learn to explain why God allows
suffering.

Proclaimer

Success as a proclaimer involves communicating Biblical truth to fulfill the Great
Commission.

□ 521 Tame your tongue.
• lies • indiscretion • slander • judging
□ 522 See in history how harsh rulers are God’s agents.
□ 523 Follow God’s ways of discipling a believer.
□ 524 Be willing to lose a job rather than violate conviction or
damage the lives of others.
□ 525 Learn how to see benefit in difficult situations.
□ 526 Respond wisely to those who damage your possessions.
□ 527 Learn how to daily put on the armor of God.

540 Learn contentment.

Provider

Success as a provider involves combining
skills and vision to meet the needs of those
whom God has called me to serve.

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

541 Know why suing a believer is wrong.
542 Learn the discipline of saving money.
543 Learn how to sell unused items.
544 Learn to live within your income.
545 Learn the dangers of comparison.
546 Learn business principles.
547 Learn the power of a good report.
548 Experience the provision of finances through prayer.
549 Use losses to learn contentment.
550 Learn how God works through a difficult authority.

560 Prepare for the suffering that
marriage brings.

Partner

Success as a partner involves honoring
the marriage covenant in all of my
relationships.

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

561 Compare the husband with Christ’s giving His life for the Church.
561 Compare the wife with the Church’s submission to Christ.
562 Learn why remarriage violates Scripture.
563 Know the twenty-two consequences of initiating a divorce.
564 Study the true meaning of the “exception clause.”
565 Learn from the marriages of great Christians in history.
566 Learn how husbands should use the Word to purify wives.
566 Learn how to use the Word to purify yourself.
567 Identify marriage laws that violate Scripture.
568 Understand the emotional variations of a spouse.
569 Know Scripture that relates to suffering in marriage.
570 Learn how to use all three umbrellas for your protection.
571 Understand why divorce is not an option.

580 Accept suffering in family living.

Parent

Success as a parent involves training those
whom God entrusts to my care.

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

581 Identify broken promises and fulfill them.
582 Forgive parents for their offenses.
583 Learn how to take difficult offenses to the Lord.
584 Learn what it means to lay down your life for others.
585 Avoid arguments and foolish questions.
586 Learn how to diffuse family feuds.
587 Study in history how bitterness destroys families.
588 Develop an attitude of loyalty to your father.
589 Delegate family responsibilities to children.
590 Learn to use all three umbrellas to protect children.
591 Use teachable moments to make application of truth.
592 Develop the ability to perceive details through the senses.
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Ownership

Freedom

Success

600 Yield all personal rights to God.

700 Learn the principle of moral freedom.

800 Discover the principle of life purpose.

□
□
□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□
□
□

601 Distinguish personal responsibilities from rights.
602 Engraft Scriptures on yielding rights.
603 Learn the physical consequences of anger.
604 Learn in history how serving is the key to greatness.
605 Develop hospitality skills.
606 Yield your daily schedule to Godly disciplines.
607 Use thoughts of dating as promptings to delight in the Lord.

620 Yield your life to God.
□
□
□
□
□
□

621 Present your body as a living sacrifice to God.
622 Submit your mind to the authority of God’s Word.
623 Develop a servant’s spirit.
624 Develop the ability to empathize.
625 Use conflicts to teach God’s justice and mercy.
626 Understand the impossibility of human fairness.

701 Understand the development of concupiscence.
702 Engraft Scriptures on moral freedom.
703 Learn how to meditate day and night.
704 Identify with Christ’s death, burial, and resurrection.
705 Remove fleshly provisions.
706 Develop alertness and discipline through fasting.
707 Engraft I Corinthians 13 and aspects of love.
708 Understand cycles of life.
709 Recognize the ways of a “strange woman.”
710 Establish covenants for eyes and actions.
711 Learn to evaluate good art.
712 Study the consequences of immorality in world history.
713 Understand the three types of eunuchs.
714 Learn ten steps to conquer impure thoughts.

720 Learn how to explain the principles
of moral freedom.
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

721 Yield physical members as instruments of righteousness.
722 Learn and use the principles of Godly music.
723 Learn Proverbs that warn of dangers.
724 Learn why men should avoid counseling women.
725 Learn why women should go to their husbands for counsel.
726 Learn to be discreet in dress.
727 Establish accountability for daily victory.
728 Learn how to teach standing alone.

801 Engraft Scripture on life purpose.
802 Learn the eight callings of the Christian life.
803 Understand birth, death, and fulfillment of a vision.
804 Recognize the universal witness of God’s truth in all cultures.
805 Understand the deception of religious humanism.
806 Know how humanistic medicine violates God’s principles.
807 Learn how the Jews are God’s “time-clock” in history.

820 Teach success by explaining life purpose.
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

821 Identify your motivational spiritual gift.
822 Know how present laws contradict the Law of God.
823 Understand the importance of the local church.
824 Identify basic needs and better ways to meet them.
825 Expose the myth of overpopulation.
826 Establish your home with a ministry outreach.
827 Learn methods of reasoning: deduction, induction,
cause/effect, and analogies.

640 Discover how yielding rights increases
productivity.

740 Learn how moral impurity brings
financial bondage.

840 Expand the outreach of a successful
family.

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□
□

641 Choose to serve God rather than money.
642 Establish the tithe as a weekly reminder of God’s ownership.
643 Know how to discern where to give.
644 Listen to the business cautions of your wife.
644 Learn to offer cautions to your husband.
645 Learn to get the best buy.
646 Discipline yourself to finish jobs you start.
647 Develop basic business skills (typing, bookkeeping, etc.).
648 Avoid possessions that promote temptation.
649 Learn to distinguish needs from wants.
650 Learn to prepare nutritional meals.
651 Develop a home industry.

660 Know how to yield rights in marriage.
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

661 Understand the seven basic needs of a wife.
661 Understand the seven basic needs of a husband.
662 Learn the four different motivations of a wife’s statements.
663 Realize how marriage changes priorities.
664 Learn the difference in how husbands and wives make decisions.
665 Experience turning sources of irritation into character.
666 Learn how to give expectations to God.
667 Learn how to deal with discouragement in marriage.
668 Know how to overcome bitterness.
669 Memorize Scripture related to rights in marriage.
670 Detect ways women manipulate men.
671 Learn how marriage is a covenant and not just a contract.

741 Recognize the reproofs of violating financial principles.
742 Understand how borrowing is a judgment.
743 Relate immorality to unwise business decisions.
744 Establish guidelines for working with a secretary.
745 Understand the snares of alcohol.
746 Recognize the deception of false advertising.
747 Distinguish rewards, gifts, and bribes.
748 Realize the high medical cost of moral impurity.
749 Identify a slothful man.

841 Learn what it means to be financially free.
842 Learn what is involved in achieving financial freedom.
843 Recognize and reject false financial concepts.
844 Know how each motivational gift responds to decisions.
845 Understand God’s purposes for the inheritance.
846 Discover how men have used money to advance God’s
kingdom.
□ 847 Use your home as a place of hospitality.
□ 848 Implement your husband’s direction in establishing your home
with a ministry outreach.

760 Be committed to God’s moral disciplines
in marriage.

860 Realize the potential ministry of a
Godly marriage.

□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□
□
□

761 Learn to be a one-woman man.
761 Learn to be a one-man woman.
762 Know what causes the spirit of a marriage to be damaged.
763 Learn the Biblical and medical reasons for abstinence
in marriage.
764 Develop disciplines to avoid defrauding in courtship,
engagement, and marriage.
765 Learn how to keep the marriage bed holy.
766 Transform sexual drives into spiritual energy.
767 Know the medical consequences of birth control.
768 Memorize Scripture that relates to marriage purity.
769 Establish commitments for courtship.
770 Learn the three aspects of a total marriage.

861 Learn how marriage represents Christ and the Church.
862 Visualize the potential of Godly generations.
863 Understand humanistic attacks on family size.
864 Learn how spiritual gifts complement each other.
865 Learn how marriage must follow purpose in life.
866 Understand how the wife is to be a helpmeet.
867 Know how to equip the wife for Godly Christian service.
867 Know how to pray for a husband.
868 Memorize Scripture on marriage.
869 Learn how to prepare for engagement.

680 Realize how rights must be yielded in
the home.

780 Purpose to apply moral freedom
in the home.

880 Raise up the foundation of many Godly
generations.

□ 681 Understand the tensions between the first-, second-, and
third-born.
□ 682 Learn how “good things” crowd out the best things.
□ 683 Identify “pineapple gardens” and give them to God.
□ 684 Learn to trace anger to violated rights.
□ 685 Know the cause and consequences of favoritism.
□ 686 Learn how to respond to injustice.
□ 687 Make mealtimes meaningful.
□ 688 Establish rules for using what belongs to others.
□ 689 Prepare to meet the special needs of parents when they are old.
□ 690 Yield the right to be understood.
□ 691 Share the family workload.

□ 781 Learn how your home can reflect the character of God.
• Clean • Orderly • Bright • Holy • Melodious • Peaceful
• Beautiful • Functional
□ 782 Learn how to live in the fear of the Lord.
□ 783 Learn how and when to pray a “hedge of thorns.”
□ 784 Learn how to cry out to God if attacked.
□ 785 Learn how to acknowledge the sins of your forefathers.
□ 786 Understand the importance of modesty in the home.
□ 787 Design a dedication service for a cleansed home.
□ 788 Learn how to equip a home to its full potential.
□ 789 Learn how to maintain a home to its full potential.
□ 790 Explain the scope of demonology.

□ 881 Learn how the family has determined the rise or fall of
civilizations.
□ 882 Establish your home as your primary learning center.
□ 883 Use your home as a hospitality center.
□ 884 Use your home for proper medical care.
□ 885 Help younger children discover and use their spiritual gift.
□ 886 Learn how to instill a sense of spiritual destiny into children.
□ 887 Encourage appropriate investigation to satisfy the curiosity of
your children.
□ 888 Learn how to train up sons and daughters to be mighty in
God’s Spirit.
□ 889 Teach your children to memorize and meditate on Scripture.
□ 890 Learn how to prepare a will.
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